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PPG MEETING of the 9th April 2019 - LEYLANDS AND WROSE PRACTICE
   LEYLANDS AND WROSE PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP
Minutes of Meeting Held on 9th April 2019  
Present: 
Helen Procter (HDP); Yvonne Simpson (YS), Patricia Kitchingman (PK), Tony Bather (TB)
Apologies: 
Apologies were received from Rosemary Dinsdale; Graham Waddington, Mary Waddington,    Jennifer Moore, Mick Speed, David Barrett (DB), Michele Holdsworth

ITEM 2	Minutes of Last Meeting 26th February 2019  

The Minutes of the last meeting were approved 

ITEM 3	Matters Arising –

There were no matters arising from the last meeting


ITEM 4	PPG/PHC Development

Resignation/appointment new Chair

David Barrett has resigned from his post as Chair but still wishes to be involved in PPG.

HDP/DB agreed that they would like a patient to chair the meeting – anybody interested should let HDP know please.
In the meantime the Practice will be happy to chair meetings and will endeavour to not make it a “Practice” agenda

	Heaton PPG


HDP has met a couple of the PPG members of Heaton who have asked if the groups could merge to be one group. Agreed and will be invited to next meeting
.   .

ITEM 5    Practice Update

Staffing

HDP advised that we are currently interviewing for 2 salaried GPs for Leylands and Heaton by advert and through agencies.

HDP explained that we are now part of the international GP recruitment scheme in an attempt to recruit overseas GPs.  The practice has obtained Tier 2 sponsorship status to be able to participate. There are currently only 2 other sponsors in Yorkshire and we hope this may attract GP’s to the practice.
Leylands have employed 2 new nurses who will also give support at Heaton .

Dr Hannah Fish will return from maternity leave in May.

	Heaton Medical Centre


HDP explained that Leylands is the emergency provider for Heaton Medical Centre; a formal application has now been published which will hopefully mean we will formally acquire the Practice. Should this be approved Heaton’s status will be a branch surgery to Leylands, the same format as our branch surgery at Wrose. We will work with the CCG to communicate to all our patients if we are successful. 

We have already discussed with the CCG that the merger of the two practice patient lists will need to be carefully managed and only done when we are ready. 

It was queried whether there will be a danger of the current service being diluted.  HDP explained there is a danger which is why the process will need careful management ensuring capacity is not disrupted. 

There is currently only one GP from Leylands at Heaton – GP Partner, Dr Bhamani together with a locum workforce.

HDP discussed the likely offering to patients will be to offer a range of services across the 3 surgeries but unlikely we can offer all services at each separate location.

HDP stressed that we will need to manage the process carefully and not undo the hard work which has been achieved at Leylands and Wrose.

	Leylands Capital Applications for Building Extension


Email has been received by HDP with final questions about the proposal suggesting it may be signed off.  HDP has received no communication since.

Funding has been applied for work to the surgery at Wrose but nothing heard back as yet from NHS Property 

Heaton has funding for security barriers to be put in place.

	Practice Performance Report

Unfortunately there is a delay in our reporting for which HDP gave apologies.


	Primary Care Networks/GP Contract 19/20


David had sent out the documents.

Online appointments will contractually have to increase to 25% although the information is not yet clear.

David has discussed primary care homes in the past.  They were set up to make sure that different organisations came together across a locality to provide services to patients.  This did not ever really happen.  The GP contract has been published and includes a requirement to have GP Networks, this Network will initially be responsible for extended hours provision and further objectives over a 5 year period.

By the end of May we need to have agreed our network, likely to be the same as Primary Care Home. The GP Network will also need to appoint a Clinical Director. 

Extended hours/weekend hours/Pharmacies in Practice will include areas to be looked at.

We are due to meet with the other Practices – Manor/Ashwell and Hollings next Tuesday evening.  There will be a few months in which to do foundation works.

HDP cannot be sure what will happen so is unable to give any more information at the moment.  

Changes to Practice Boundary

Due to 2 Practices moving premises there is a risk we may have an influx of patients moving to our surgery from within our existing boundary.  HDP is considering changing the Practice boundary.  HDP explained there are plenty of other Practices available for patients that would be potentially out of the area.
Previously the list has had to be shut and there would be the risk of this happening again should HDP feel the service is unsafe although this is not an action that she wants to take. 

	E-consults

HDP gave information about the system which will start to go live in maybe June or July.  


Currently in use in 1000 practices across the country.  E-consultation has been in development for quite a few years. Other surgeries have reduced their face to face appointments as a result of the system and 30-40 e-consultations occur daily, on average, for a practice our size.

The system is user friendly and there will be an E-consultation option on Practice website. It will entail an email being sent to the GP who will then have to respond within 24 hours.  If the doctor does need to see the patient he will already know the history.  If necessary, the doctor would phone the patient.

Use of the system for the nursing team discussed.   

It was noted that the system would not be for everybody, those with complex needs would still need to come in.

Leylands will be promoting this extensively. HDP asked if this was a project the Health Champions would be interested in leading. Agreed this would be a great project for PHC. Will discuss again when more information and role out date agreed.	


 ITEM 6  	Practice Health Champions/PPG Initiatives

Waiting Room Support

Discussed how we can continue to make improvements to the Waiting Room Support. It was agreed that having specific projects to focus on eg: e-consultations, online appts  would be a great use of the resource we have available. “Friends and Family test” should be part of the waiting room responsibilities.

	Bereavement Support


No new developments however it was noted that it is still being put forward by Clinicians.

	Dementia Friendly Community


We understand St Cuthbert’s have offered space for groups to be held there and they are excited about the prospect.  TB has joined the committee at Wrose and helps run the memory tree.  Initially Carol had been given a list as to what to put in the resource pack to give to patients e.g. information on reduction in poll tax/cinema admissions – information that not many people are aware of.  Nothing has been taken forward as yet although this was 3 months ago.  
Claire is heading up the team at Wrose, there are 120 people who need to be contacted to explain what we are trying to do.
Churches have been contacted regarding opening a memory tree in Wrose – this would be a 2 hour sessions – carers and patients are in separate rooms.  

It is unsure how far Claire had got with this but Claire has said it has stopped for the moment – HDP suggested this may be due to the Alzheimer’s Society as they appear to be stalling work.

HDP to discuss with Claire – numbers needed from Claire re Wrose.  From the point of view of the Practice carers would have to be contacted to explain – suggested a pack could be sent out.

Jennifer had said that it had been discussed at St Cuthberts – Age Concern is interested but there is not much response from Alzheimers.  If there are only a few people they would be able to attend the Idle memory tree.

	Patient Survey 2019 results


Discussed findings from survey and a general discussion about services.

In the practice survey it is not apparent how many patients look at self-care.

On-line booking appointments – HDP had checked and today all appointments booked in full at Leylands and Wrose.

HDP advised that 4300 patients use on-line booking – we will be required to publish 25% of appointments by July 2019. Noted that patients who do not use on-line booking will be at a disadvantage.

Volume of calls to the surgery – there had been 400 calls yesterday with only 15 not answered. 

Walk-in closed at 9.30am yesterday due to amount of patients. 

Telephone calls all now divert to one system and will be answered by staff working at either Leylands or Wrose.

DNA Appointments – Patients do get text reminders re appointments.  Leylands and Wrose patients are exemplary compared to some of the early figures we are seeing at Heaton. This will need to be a focus for staff and PPG at Heaton.


Car parking – Noted that at peak times parking at Leylands is a concern however it is limited as to what can be done.  There are discussions with Wellsprings Nursing Home and the nursery about making a larger car park which can be used by all on the cricket club ground– would need to ensure it is made safe for patients. These discussions are likely to be at the end of the year.


ITEM 7	Practice Service Improvements 

It was suggested that there is need to look at appointment times out of standard hours.  HDP advised this is difficult to achieve with a locum workforce. The new GP contract has a requirement for extended hours/access to be delivered within a GP Network structure.


.ITEM 8	GP Access Plan

 Plan was sent to Mick Speed for review, has been signed off and submitted to CCG. 

ITEM 9	Training/Awareness

Workshop – Yvonne attended the first one in March.  It covered how to promote your PPG and what the PPG is all about.

There is another workshop coming up “Using Social Network”


ITEM 10  Any Other Business
      
    Practice Health Champions
   
     Noted need to ensure all members have had a DBS check. Will review at next meeting

	

      Next Meeting:   Tuesday 21st May 2019



